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ANNUAL REPORT

City Fruit in 2015: Another Record Breaking Year

City Fruit promotes
the cultivation of
urban fruit in order to
nourish people, build
community and
protect the climate.
We help tree owners
grow healthy fruit,
provide assistance in
harvesting and
preserving fruit,
promote the sharing
of extra fruit, and
work to protect
public fruit trees.
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3,492
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7,160
$40,854

- Barbara M.,
apple tree owner

Orchard &
Harvest Tour

Pounds of fruit harvested in total

Expanded annual harvest to the Northeast Seattle
area for a total of six neighborhoods

Pounds of fruit harvested from public orchards

Donated, diverted, or sold 92 percent of fruit harvested,
a 50% increase from 2014

Master Fruit Tree Stewards Service Hours

Taught 30 workshops on fruit tree care, reaching over
1,000 individuals

Trees stewarded at public orchards
Volunteer hours

Hosted 25 work parties and 20 residential harvests,
engaging community members in the care of fruit trees
on public and private property

`

Tree owners participating in the annual harvest
Largest harvest from a single plum tree

Supported two local Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) efforts with Seattle Tilth’s Good Food Bags and the
University of Washington’s Farm

Number of plums harvested

Organized over 1,000 volunteers who contributed
$61,000 in volunteer labor

Pounds of apples diverted from the compost system

Dedicated 475 hours to pruning public fruit trees, representing an enormous cost savings to the City of Seattle

Value of fruit donated to meal programs & food banks

Mapped and labeled all fruit trees at 16
public orchards

Save Seattle’s Apples

“For the first time in
a decade, I have fruit
that is pest free!”

Key Accomplishments

In 2015, City Fruit launched the first-ever Save Seattle’s Apples
campaign, a citywide effort to improve the health and productivity
of the city’s apples. Through this campaign, City Fruit covered 125
apple trees at public orchards with pest barriers to protect the fruit
from insects. Tree owners picked up 30,000 pest barriers from area
partners. We tested a new netting strategy to improve the efficiency
of pest prevention on three trees. Nearly 300 volunteers dedicated
1,000 hours to the Save Seattle’s Apples campaign. The campaign
successfully diverted over 7,000 pounds of apples from the waste
system and aligned with the City of Seattle’s Love Food, Stop Waste
effort. The campaign won the Game Changing Action Award from
Seattle Met Magazine.

In October, City Fruit hosted
its first annual Orchard &
Harvest Tour to build awareness for Seattle’s historic
orchards. Over 300 families
and individuals enjoyed
activities at ten orchard stops
throughout the city.
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